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Erratum 
Volume 20, No. 1 (1976), in the article “Local Controllability and Sufficient 
Conditions in Singular P oblems,” byH. Hermes, pp. 213-232: 
The proof of [I, M ain Lemma 2.11 utilizes theexistence of sets (e.g., 
a nbd U of 0 E W-l and E > 0 such that H(s, T) - 1 has the same sign on 
U x [0, 6) and S+, S-) which do not follow from the stated hypotheses. 
A proper estatement is 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) A sz@cient condition that F(t)p E W(t, p, 8) for t > 0 
and su@iently small is that here exist a nbd U of 0 E W-l and E .> 0 such 
that H(s, T) - 1 does not changes&w inU x [0, c). 
(b) A sujkient condition that F(t)p E int O!(t, p, 8) for all t > 0 is 
that for any t > 0 3 E E (0, t] and open sets 28, S- in W--l, each avikg zero as 
a boundary point, such that; A(s,.T) - 1 > 0 if (s, T) E Sf x [e/2, G), H(s, T) - 
1 < 0 if (s, T) E s- x: [E/2, l ). 
The proof of the lemma proceeds a given on p. 224 with the exception 
that the comparison trajectories, for ufliciency, are constructed on the 
interval [e/2, 6)rather than [0, tl]. 
This necessitates  change in the last sentence inthe statement of The- 
‘* orem 1. This sentence should read: If 3 = 0 a sufficient condition that 
F(t)p E W(t,p, d) for small t > 0 is that v’m*j* be definite n some nbd of 
0 E W-l. 
Corollary 1, as given in the introduction, should be similarly corrected. 
We next show that hese changes are actually necessary, i.e., not merely 
dependent onthe method of proof. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let M = W, X(x) = (1 + %a3 + x12x,2, 0)V = (0, l), and 
p = 0. The only nonzero Lie products atp are (ad2X, (ad2X, (ud2V, X))(p) =
(4,0), (ad3V, X)(p) = (-6,0), hence from [l, Eq. (14)], h(s,T) - 1 = 
Pf + s3; m* = 2, i* = 2, p)m*&s) = 3 > 0 but the term ?q,&s) = T2S2 
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does not determine the sign of Iz(s, T) - 1 in a set of the form U x [0, e) 
with U a nbd of 0 E W. This occurs since j*# 0, i.e., the factor 3 diminishes 
the influence of P)~*~*(s) for small r3 0. In this example trajectories of the
system “having slopes arbitrarily close to those of Tx(*)p” can enter the 
region h - 1 < 0 from which, by direct omputation, ecan conclude 
TX(t)p E int ol(t, p B) Vt > 0. 
This example may be modified tohave h(s, T) - 1 = S2T(T2 + S) so that 
for any E > 0 and 7 E [0, E), h(s, T) - 1 d oes not change sign as a function fs
at s = 0, yet TX(t)p E int @(t, p, 8) Vt > 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example is to show that h(s, T) - 1 changing sign as 
a function fs at s = 0 for some 7 E [0, e) is not a sufficient co dition that 
TX(t)p E int ol(t, p, 8) Vt > 0. 
Let&f = R2,p =0,X(x) = (1 - x1x22 + x25, 0), V = (0, 1). Computing 
shows [X, (ad2V, X)](p) = (2,0), (ad5V, X)(p) = (-5!, 0), and h(s, T) - 1 = 
-TS2 + ss. Here h(s, 0) - 1 changes sign at s = 0, but one easily concludes 
that TX(t)p E afl(t, p, 8) for small t > 0 since h(s, T) - 1 < 0 in regions 
where trajectories can xist. 
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